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Check List of Things to Bring for the Weekend 
 
CLOTHING ITEMS – You will be going to a working horse ranch where the environment is very 
rustic and casual. Activities will range from horseback riding to discussions around a bonfire to 
presentations, so comfortable clothing is recommended. The weather during this time of the year 
will likely be below freezing temperatures will a great chance of snow. Packing a wardrobe to 
dress in layers is highly recommended.  Also bring along a change of clothing in case of wet 
weather. It is recommended that your clothing items list should also include:  
 

 Rubber boots (most of the grounds are dirt and gravel and could be muddy) 
 Cowboy boots or hiking boots/shoes (runners are not well suited for horseback riding) 
 Blue jeans or warm outdoors pants 
 Turtleneck or warm sweater (avoid using a scarf on horseback for safety reasons) 
 Warm socks 
 Warm gloves (for both warmth and hand protection from the reins) 
 Hat for rain and/or sun, and touque for cold weather 
 Rain gear (in the event of bad weather) 

 
 
PERSONAL HEALTH – You will be outdoors and could be on the trail for more than three hours. 
For personal comfort and health, you may want to bring along the following: 
 

 Sun block (especially if your skin is sensitive to sunshine) 
 Sun glasses 
 Bottle or container for water (dehydration should always be a concern when outdoors) 
 Energy or food bar (it’s comforting to have 200 or so calories on tap when you’re hours 

away from any source of food) 
 
 
SAFETY AND EMERGENCY – You will be outdoors at times and in the wilderness (relatively). 
Although an experienced guide will be escorting your group on the trail ride, it is not a bad idea to 
have the following items with you (and within easy reach when you are on your horse): 
 

 Travel first aid kit 
 Whistle (for alerting danger or calling for help) 
 Flashlight (not for the trail ride but for after dark) 
 Compass, or portable GPS (not necessary but comforting to have) 
 Pocket knife 

 
 
WORK STUFF – As the weekend will involve case studies, Team Challenges and group 
discussions, bring along your comfort level of stationery: 
 

 Pen and writing accoutrements 
 Pad of writing paper or notebook (the paper variety) 
 Clipboard (not necessary but useful) 
 Computer notebook/laptop is NOT required (You may bring one but realize that there 

may not be many power outlets throughout the ranch and lodges.) 
 
 
…and also bring along anything else that will make your weekend more comfortable, safe and 
enjoyable. 


